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Abstract
In this article, we explore the proposition that the optimal capital income
tax is zero using an overlapping generations model. We prove that for a
large class of preferences, the optimal capital income tax along the transition path and in steady state is nonzero. For a version of the model calibrated to the US economy, we find that the model could justify the
observed rates of capital income taxation for an empirically reasonable
intertemporal utility function and a robust demographic structure.
Keywords
optimal taxation, uniform commodity taxation
This article explores the proposition that the optimal capital income tax is
zero. The standard view is that capital returns should not be taxed at all.
This view is built on a well-established theory of optimal fiscal policy.
In standard neoclassical growth models with infinitely lived consumers,
Judd (1985) and Chamley (1986) show that the optimal policy predicts zero
capital taxes in the long run.1
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This article explores the proposition that the optimal capital income tax
is zero using overlapping generations economies. The main contribution of
the article is to show that in a standard overlapping generations model, it is
very difficult to obtain zero optimal capital taxes either in steady state or
along the transition path. We provide sufficient conditions in preferences
for zero capital taxation in these models and show that these conditions are
more restrictive than the standard uniform commodity tax result needed in
infinitely lived models with perfect competition. For a general class of
preferences, the optimal policy implies a nonzero capital income tax violating the standard uniform commodity tax result that specifies under which
circumstances taxing all goods at the same rate is optimal.
To provide some intuition, it is useful to relate the present findings with
the economic intuition presented in Judd (1999) for an infinitely lived
consumer economy. From general equilibrium theory, we know that the
static Arrow–Debreu model can be applied to a dynamic context, so the
principle from the commodity tax literature also applies. As a result, a
positive capital income tax is equivalent to a commodity tax on the time
t good that grows exponentially in t. In infinitely lived consumer economies, if preferences are separable and exhibit some degree of substitutability, this policy entails an ever-growing distortion between the marginal rate
of substitution and the marginal rate of transformation. Given that individuals have a preference to smooth consumption, they prefer a constant consumption tax to an ever-increasing consumption tax. This policy can be
implemented by removing the tax rate on capital income and replacing it
with a tax on labor income. In contrast, if individuals live a finite number of
periods, the distortions associated with this policy are not that important
because, for a given generation, today’s consumption and period T consumption are not perfectly substitutable. Hence, the effect of capital distortions is much smaller and not necessarily bigger than distortions caused by
other taxes. The key to the general result is the existence of consumers of
different ages making the same type of decisions (consumption/savings and
labor supply) at a given point in time. Given that consumption and hours
worked are not constant over the life cycle even in the steady state, consumption should be taxed when it is relatively higher. The government can
imperfectly affect consumption by setting a nonzero capital tax. In particular, if we interpret consumption at different ages as different goods that can
be taxed at a different rate, in general, we find that the optimal policy
implies an increasing consumption tax over the life cycle. Restricting the
tax policy to age-independent taxes imposes additional constraints to the
government problem that leads to this result. However, relaxing this
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assumption and allowing age-dependent taxes can restore the zero capital
income tax result in overlapping generation economies.
These theoretical findings can reconcile the quantitative work by Escolano (1992) that uses a large-scale quantitative overlapping generations
model and finds positive optimal capital income taxes with a large theoretical literature that uses two-period overlapping generations and finds
zero optimal capital income taxes, for example, Pestieau (1974), Atkinson
and Sandmo (1980), Atkinson and Stiglitz (1980), and Chari and Kehoe
(1999). The discrepancy comes from the fact that Escolano (1992) computes the age-independent optimal tax policy, whereas the other papers
use age-dependent taxes.
The findings in this article are similar to parallel work by Erosa and
Gervais (2002) who study the same problem in an environment where the
government uses age-dependent taxes. They find that if the government can
condition taxes on age, the zero capital income tax results of the infinitelived consumer model can be extended to life-cycle economies. In similar
vein to Escolano (1992), they perform a quantitative exercise and show that
the optimal steady-state capital income tax is nonzero when the government
can only use age-independent taxes. Relative to Erosa and Gervais (2002),
this article provides a set of sufficient theoretical conditions that imply
nonzero capital income taxes with age-independent taxes by exploiting
properties of the uniform commodity tax result.
To confirm the connection between commodity taxation and capital income
taxation, we simulate the model for an empirically reasonable intertemporal
utility function and a robust demographic structure. Given some plausible
choices of parameter values, when the government cannot condition taxes
on age, the optimal policy can be consistent with the observed tax rates.2
Nevertheless, the optimal capital tax predicted by the model can change when
the government can condition taxes on age. For preferences that satisfy the
uniform commodity tax result, the optimal capital tax across ages is zero. This
zero capital income tax also implies an equivalent commodity tax of zero as in
the infinite-lived consumer model. For preferences that violate the uniform
commodity tax result, the optimal capital income tax changes over the life
cycle. For young households, the optimal capital income tax is negative,
increasing the cost of borrowing. For middle age and older households, the
optimal capital income tax is positive, reducing the return from savings. When
taxes cannot be conditioned on age, this nonlinear schedule across ages is
imperfectly replicated by setting a nonzero capital tax.
The contributions of this line of work using overlapping generations
models to evaluate optimal tax rates have been followed and extended by
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other papers. For example, Conesa and Garriga (2008) design an optimal
transition from a pay-as-you-go social security system to a fully funded
system. Conesa, Kitao, and Krueger (2009) quantitatively demonstrate the
optimality of positive capital taxation as a way to mimic the optimal agedependent labor taxation in a model with incomplete markets, uninsurable
income risk, and parametric tax functions. In a similar fashion, Gervais
(2012) explores the connection between the progressivity of income taxation and age-dependent capital income taxes.
The article is organized as follows. The second section describes the
behavior of the market economy, and the third section defines the government problem and derives the sufficient conditions for the zero capital
tax result. The fourth section further characterizes the optimal policy and
illustrates the basic results using numerical simulations. Finally, the fifth
section concludes.

The Economy
The economy is an overlapping generations model with production and
two goods, a consumption-capital good and labor. Agents live I  2
periods, and each cohort is populated by identical households. Without
loss of generality, the population is assumed to be stationary and its total
size is constant.3
There is a representative firm that produces aggregate output Yt using a
constant returns to scale production function FðKt ; Lt Þ, using aggregate
capital Kt and aggregate labor Lt as primary inputs. Labor is measured in
efficiency units. The production function F : R2þ ! Rþ is strictly concave,
monotone, and continuously differentiable. Capital depreciates each period
at a constant rate d 2 ð0; 1Þ, and there is no exogenous technological
change. These assumptions imply that in competitive factor markets, firms
will make zero profits; hence, it is unnecessary to specify firms’ ownership.
Then, each period prices are determined by
rt ¼ FKt  d;

ð1Þ

wt ¼ FLt ;

ð2Þ

where rt denotes the interest rate net of depreciation and wt is the wage rate
per efficiency unit of labor. Let Ct and Lt denote aggregate consumption
and labor, respectively:
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Ct ¼
Lt ¼

XI

ci
i¼1 t

8t;

ð3Þ

Ei lti

8t;

ð4Þ

XI
i¼1

where cit denotes consumption of an individual of age i at time t, Ei denote
her efficiency units, and lti is hours worked.
The government in this economy finances an exogenous sequence of
expenditure fGg1
t¼0 using proportional capital taxes yt , consumption taxes
Zt , labor taxes tt , and debt Dt . The government intertemporal budget
constraint is
Gt þ Rt Dt  Zt Ct þ tt wt Lt þ yt rt Kt þ Dtþ1

8t;

ð5Þ

where Rt denotes the return on government debt. Let p ¼ fZt ; tt ; yt ; Dt g1
t¼0
be a tax policy consisting of an infinite sequence of proportional taxes and
government debt, where D0 is given at t ¼ 0. Solving the government
budget constraint forward gives the intertemporal constraint:
Dt ¼

X1

ðT  Gtþj Þ=
j¼1 tþj

1
Y

Rtþj ;

j

for t  0 and Tt ¼ Zt Ct þ tt wt Lt þ yt rt Kt : We have ruled out Ponzi
schemes by imposing the transversality condition. The period resource
constraint is
Ct þ Ktþ1  ð1  dÞKt þ Gt  FðKt ; Lt Þ

8t:

ð6Þ

Each generation has an endowment of one unit of time at each period and
a life-cycle profile of efficiency units of labor E ¼ ðE1 ; :::; EI Þ. The endowment of an individual of age i can be transformed into Ei units of input in the
production function. Households in this economy have standard preferences
defined over a stream of consumption and labor/leisure and are represented
by a time separable utility function:
XI
i
bi1 U ðcitþi ; ltþi
Þ
8t;
ð7Þ
i¼1
i
represent the
where b > 0 is the subjective discount factor, and citþi and ltþi
consumption and the time devoted to work by an individual of age i at time
t þ i: The utility function U : R2þ ! Rþ is C 2 , strictly concave, increasing
in consumption Uc ðc; lÞ > 0 and decreasing in labor Ul ðc; lÞ < 0. At each
period, taking prices and taxes as given, individuals choose consumption,
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labor supply, and asset holdings. The consumer at each period maximizes
equation (7) subject to:
i i
i
ð1 þ Zt Þcit þ aiþ1
tþ1  ð1  tt Þwt E lt þ ð1 þ rt ð1  yt ÞÞat

a1t ¼ 0;

0  lti  1;

cit ; aIþ1
0
t

1iI

8t;

8t:
ð8Þ

Each generation is born with no assets and can accumulate wealth aiþ1
tþ1
by buying one-period government debt and lending to firms. Markets are
complete, so different generations can intertemporaly trade assets to smooth
consumption over the life cycle.4
At the initial period, t ¼ 0, the stock of capital and debt is distributed
among the initial s generations (individuals of age 2 to I). Let
as0 ¼ ðk0s þ d0s Þ be the endowment ofPcapital and debtPdistributed among
the initial generations, where K0 ¼ s k0s and D0 ¼ s d0s . The period-0
budget constraint is:
ð1 þ Z0 Þcs0 þ asþ1
 ð1  t0 Þw0 Es l0s þ ð1 þ r0 ð1  y0 ÞÞ
as0
1

2  s  I:
ð9Þ

Market clearing conditions in the capital markets imply:
XI
Ktþ1 ¼
ai  Dtþ1
8t:
i¼1 tþ1

ð10Þ

Next, we proceed by defining the notion of competitive equilibrium.
Definition 1 (Competitive Equilibrium): Given a tax policy p and a
sequence of government expenditure fGt g1
t¼0 ; a competitive equilibrium in this economy is a sequence of individual allocations
1
ffcit ; lti ; aitþ1 gIi¼1 g1
t¼0 , production plans fKt ; Lt gt¼0 , government
1
1
debt fDtþ1 gt¼0 , and relative prices frt ; wt ; Rt gt¼0 , such that:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Consumers born at time t  1 maximize equation (7) subject to
equation (8). Similarly, consumers born at t  0 maximize utility
subject to equation (9).
In the production sector, equations (1) and (2) are satisfied for all t:
Factor markets (equations 4 and 10) clear.
The government budget constraint (5) is satisfied.
Feasibility (equation 6) is satisfied for all t:
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Government Problem
With the behavior of the market economy described in the previous section,
we turn to the problem faced by the government. The objective of the
government is to choose a tax policy p to maximize the welfare of all
(present and future) generations, and the policy has to be consistent with
the private-sector equilibrium. As it has been pointed out by Kydland and
Prescott (1977), the optimal policy might be time inconsistent because the
government can have incentives to deviate from the announced policy. In
this article, we abstract from these issues, and it is assumed that the government can commit to future policies.
In a representative consumer model, the social welfare function for the
benevolent government has to be the consumer’s utility function. In an
economy with an infinite number of generations, the government needs
to assign weight to the different consumers, and these weights are somewhat
arbitrary. Let ot 2 Rþ be the weight of a generation born at time t. In order
to have a well-defined problem, it is necessary
P1 to assume that the sequence
of weights fot g1
is
summable,
t¼ðI1Þ
t¼ðI1Þ ot < 1: Formally, the
government objective function is


X1 XI
i1
i i
W ðfcit ; lti gÞ ¼
o
U
ðc
;
l
Þ
ð11Þ
b
tþ1i
t t :
t¼0
i¼1
To find an asymptotic steady state for the government problem, it is
necessary to impose some structure on the sequence of weights,5 such as
limt!1 ootþ1t ¼ l1 > 1, where l 2 ð0; 1Þ is the relative weight between present and future generations. Specifying the social welfare function to be of
this form imposes some restrictions, because it rules out steady state
“golden-rule” equilibria, as in Samuelson (1958).
The government problem of choosing the optimal policy is solved using
the so-called primal approach, developed in Atkinson and Stiglitz (1980).
One way to think of it is having the government choosing directly from the
set of implementable allocations given a tax policy p. Then, from the
allocations, it is possible to back out policies and prices from the market
economy. The set of implementable allocations is characterized by the
period resource constraint and an implementability constraint for each generation. The implementability constraint represents the households’ present
value budget constraint after substituting the consumer’s and firm’s firstorder conditions to eliminate prices and taxes. The next proposition
describes how to characterize the set of implementable allocations for a
given tax policy p ¼ fZt ; tt ; yt ; Dt g1
t¼0 .
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Proposition 1 (Set of Implementable Allocations): Given a tax
policy p, a competitive equilibrium allocation x ¼
ffcit ; lti gIi¼1 ; Ktþ1 g1
t¼0 satisfies the following set of conditions:
(i) Period resource constraint:
XI
XI
ci þ Ktþ1  ð1  dÞKt þ Gt ¼ FðKt ;
Ei li Þ 8t: ð12Þ
i¼1 t
i¼1 t
(ii) Implementability constraints for all newborn generations:
XI
i
i
bi1 ðcitþi1 Ucitþi1 þ ltþi1
Ultþi1
Þ¼0
t  0:
i¼1

ð13Þ

(iii) Implementability constraints for the initial old generations at t ¼ 0:
XI
i
s
i Þ ¼ U cs a
bis ðciis Uciis þ lis
Ulis
s ¼ 2; :::; I:
ð14Þ
0 0
i¼s
(iv) Marginal rates of substitution between consumption and labor, and
consumption today and tomorrow are equal across consumers:
Uc1t
Ult1

E1 ¼ . . . ¼

Uc1t
Uc2tþ1

¼ ... ¼

UcIt
UltI

EI

UcI1
t
UcItþ1

8t;

8t:

ð15Þ

ð16Þ

Furthermore, given allocations that satisfy equations (12) through (16),
we can construct a tax policy p ¼ fZt ; tt ; yt ; Dt g1
t¼0 and relative prices
,
that
together
with
the
allocation
x,
constitute
a competitive
frt ; wt ; Rt g1
t¼0
equilibrium.
Proof: See Appendix.
In a representative consumer economy, the set of implementable
allocations is uniquely determined by the period resource constraint and
the implementability constraint. In an economy with heterogeneous
consumers, these two conditions do not necessarily guarantee that the
marginal rates of substitution across consumers are equal at a given
period t. Unless specified, the government might find it optimal to tax
different consumers with different tax rates. In this particular problem,
the government might choose to condition taxes on age.6 Consider the
following case where the government can use age-dependent taxes,
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pi ¼ ffZit ; tit ; yit gIi¼1 ; Dt g1
t¼0 : For each generation, the implementability
constraints associated with the new tax system coincides with the one
where the government cannot condition taxes on age. Hence, if taxes
cannot be conditioned on age, the set of implementable allocations has
to include additional constraints to ensure that the marginal rates of
substitution are equal across generations.
Inspection of the first-order conditions of the consumer problem (displayed in the Appendix) shows that if an allocation belongs to the set of
implementable allocations, then it can be decentralized under a variety of
tax schemes.
Corollary 1: Given a sequence of fGg1
t¼0 and an initial distribution of
wealth f
as0 gIi¼2 ; if p ¼ fZt ; tt ; yt ; Dt g1
t¼0 is the tax policy given by
Proposition 1 associated with an allocation x, then there exists
0
another tax policy p0 ¼ fZ0 t ; t0t0; y0t0; D0t0g1
t¼0 that supports the same
allocation.
Proof: See Appendix.
The primal approach implements optimal wedges between the marginal
rates of substitution and marginal rates of transformation, but it does not
prescribe any particular type of instruments. As a result, the optimal policy
can be supported as a competitive equilibrium under a variety of tax
schemes. Such a system could include those with only consumption and
labor income taxes or more complicated tax systems. In this particular
article, we are interested in capital income taxation, so we set consumption
taxes, Zt ¼ 0, in all periods.
In an infinite-lived consumer economy, the government has incentives to
tax heavily the initial stock of capital at t ¼ 0 and achieve a Pareto efficient
allocation. To avoid an effective lump-sum tax, it is generally assumed that
the government takes as the initial capital tax y0 . In an overlapping generations economy, the individuals who face a front-loading tax policy are
different than the ones who benefit from the reduction of distortionary taxes
in the future. As a result, the government faces a tradeoff between efficiency and intergenerational redistribution. Hence, a tax in the initial distribution of wealth f
as0 gIs¼0 is equivalent to a lump-sum tax only on the
initial generations alive at t ¼ 0. Throughout the article, we assume that the
initial capital tax 
y 0 is given.
The government problem is to maximize the social welfare function over
the set of implementable allocations. Formally,
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max

X1 XI

ffcit ;lti gIi¼1 ;Ktþ1 g1
t¼0

s:t:

t¼0

i¼1

otþ1i ½bi1 U ðcit ; lti Þ;

XI

ci þ Ktþ1  ð1  dÞKt þ Gt ¼ FðKt ;
i¼1 t

XI
i¼1

XI
i¼s

XI
i¼1

Ei lti Þ

i
i
bi1 ðcitþi1 Ucitþi1 þ ltþi1
Ultþi1
Þ¼0

i
s
i Þ ¼ U cs a
bis ðciis Uciis þ lis
Ulis
0 0

Ucit
Uciþ1

¼ ::: ¼

tþ1

Uc1t
Ult1

E1 ¼ ::: ¼

UcI1
t
UcItþ1
UcIt
UltI

EI

8t;

8t;

ð17Þ

8t; ð18Þ

t  0;

ð19Þ

s ¼ 2; :::; I;

ð20Þ

i ¼ 1; :::; I;

i ¼ 1; :::; I;

ð21Þ

ð22Þ

where the initial distribution of wealth as;0 , K0 ¼ K > 0, and fGt g1
t¼0 is
given and cit  0; lti 2 ½0; 1:
The allocation x that solves the government problem is constrained
efficient in the sense that there exists no other constrained efficient allocation x0 belonging to the set of implementable allocations that dominates
the optimal.
To solve the government problem, we consider a relaxed version of the
problem with the constraints (21) and (22) dropped. If the solution of the
relaxed version satisfies the constraints dropped, then it solves the original
problem. Then, we look for a sufficient condition on preferences that
implies zero capital taxes and also satisfies the additional constraints (21)
and (22). To derive the first-order conditions, it is useful to redefine the
Lagrangian by introducing the implementability constraint on it. Let mti be
the Lagrange multiplier of the implementability constraint7 for the agent
born in period t  i: Then, let’s define:
W ðcit ; lti ; mti Þ ¼ U ðcit ; lti Þ þ mti ðcit Ucit þ lti Ulti Þ:

ð23Þ

The additional term measures the effect of distortionary taxes on the
utility function. In particular, it captures the effect of the distortion on
the marginal rate of substitution. If the implementability constraint binds,
the first-order conditions of the consumer problem are distorted unless the
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term in the parenthesis is equal to zero. With the new notation, the government problem is given by
X1 XI
XI
otþ1i ½bi1 W ðcit ; lti ; mti Þ 
m U s as ;
max 1
t¼0
i¼1
s¼2 1s c0 0
I
ffcit ;lti gi¼1 ;Ktþ1 gt¼0
ð24Þ
s:t:

XI

ci þ Ktþ1  ð1  dÞKt þ Gt ¼ FðKt ;
i¼1 t

XI
i¼1

Ei lti Þ

8t: ð25Þ

Let ct be the Lagrange multiplier of the resource constraint; then, the
first-order necessary conditions for an interior solution at t > 0 are
otþ1i bi1 Wcit  ct
oti bi Wciþ1
 ct
t
otþ1i bi1 Wlti þ ct FLt Ei
ct þ ctþ1 ð1  d þ FKtþ1 Þ

½cit 
½ciþ1
t 
½lti 
½Ktþ1 

¼ 0;
¼ 0;
¼ 0;
¼ 0;

together with the period resource constraint (25) and the transversality
condition for the optimal capital path:
lim ct Ktþ1 ¼ 0:

ð26Þ

t!1

Throughout the article, we assume that the solution of the Ramsey allocation problem exists and that the time paths of the solutions converge to a
steady state. Neither of these assumptions is innocuous. The sufficient
conditions for an optimum involve third derivatives of the utility function.
Therefore, the solutions might not represent a maximum, or the system
might not have a solution because there does not exist a feasible policy that
satisfies the intertemporal government budget constraint. However, assuming that the solution to the government problem exists and is interior, it will
satisfy the above first-order conditions. Hence, the optimal taxation analysis
will apply to these cases only. Rearranging terms, we have
otþ1i Wcit ¼ otþ2i Wcitþ1 ð1  d þ FKtþ1 Þ
Wlti
Wcit

¼ FLt Ei

Wcit ¼

oti
bWctiþ1 ;
otþ1i

8i; t;

ð27Þ

8i; t;

ð28Þ

8i; t:

ð29Þ
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Notice that equation (27) is slightly different from the consumer Euler
equation. The government equates the derivative of the objective function
of a newborn generation at different times. Equation (28) is the intratemporal condition between consumption and labor that determines the amount
of effective hours worked by each generation at a given period t. Finally,
equation (29) is the static redistributive condition and implies that the
government will assign consumption among two different generations
according to the ratio of their relative weights. This condition does not
appear in the equilibrium conditions for the private sector, but it is very
useful to derive the optimal capital taxes. Updating equation (29) one period
and substituting in equation (27), we obtain
Wcit ¼ bWciþ1 ð1  d þ FKtþ1 Þ
tþ1

8i; t:

ð30Þ

This new expression resembles a life-cycle Euler equation, but instead of
having the marginal utility with respect to consumption, it involves the
derivative of W ðÞ with respect to consumption. For the initial s generations
at t ¼ 0, the first-order necessary conditions incorporate the initial distribution of asset holdings. Formally,


Wl0s  m1s ½Ucs0 l0s 1 þ FK0 ð1  
y 0 Þas0 þ Ucs0 FKl0s ð1  y 0 Þas0 


¼ FL0 Es ;
s

s
s
s
Wc0  m1s Uc0 c0 1 þ FK0 ð1  y 0 Þa0
ð31Þ


Wcs0  m1s Ucs0 cs0 1 þ FK0 ð1  
y 0 Þas0
o

 ¼ b sþ1 :
os
Wcsþ1  m2s Ucsþ1 csþ1 1 þ FK0 ð1  
y 0 Þasþ1
0
0

0

ð32Þ

0

To derive the optimal tax policy p , we have to substitute the allocations
obtained from the government problem into the private-sector equilibrium
conditions. The resulting expressions for the optimal capital and labor tax
rate are
"
#
Wcit
Ucit
1

ytþ1 ¼

8t;
ð33Þ
brtþ1 Wciþ1 Uciþ1
tþ1

tt ¼ 1 

Ucit Wlti
Ulti Wcit

tþ1

8t:

ð34Þ
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If we drop the age subscripts from the first-order conditions of the
government problem, the associated expressions for the optimal tax policy
are equivalent to the ones obtained in an infinite-lived consumer economy.
Judd (1985, 1999) and Chamley (1986) prove two important results for this
class of economies. First, for a general class of utility functions, capital
taxes should be zero in the long run (consumption is constant, therefore
Uct ¼ Uctþ1 Þ. Second, for a particular class of functions that satisfy
Wct =Wctþ1 ¼ Uct =Uctþ1 , the optimal capital income taxes are zero after a
finite number of periods. The conditions for the zero capital tax result in
the transition path are generally viewed as an application of the uniform
commodity taxation principle (see Atkinson and Stiglitz 1980) that specifies conditions under which taxing all goods at the same rate is optimal.
In overlapping generations economies if the government cannot use agedependent taxes, the previous results are not generally true. Notice that the
marginal utility is not constant over the life cycle, even in steady state.
Hence, we cannot expect zero taxes on capital returns unless two conditions
are satisfied. First, for a given utility function, the ratio Wcit =Wciþ1 must be
tþ1

equal to the solution of the private-sector equilibrium Ucit =Uciþ1 . Second,
tþ1

given that we are solving a relaxed version of the government problem, we
have to ensure that constraints (21) and (22) are satisfied as well.8 The next
proposition provides a sufficient condition on the consumer utility function
that guarantees the zero capital income tax result. Unfortunately, most of
the preferences do not satisfy the condition.
Proposition 2: When the government cannot condition taxes on age,
that is, taxes are age-independent, and preferences satisfy
cit Uccit þ lti Ulcit
Ucit

¼

lti Ullti þ cit Uclti
Ulti

8t > 1;

ð35Þ

then the optimal capital and labor income tax are zero for t  2,
providing that the present value government budget constraint is
satisfied.
Proof: We need to show two results under this condition. First, that
the optimal capital income tax is zero from t  2. Second, that if
preferences satisfy this property, then the solution of the less
constrained government problem is also a solution to the more
constrained problem. We proceed by rewriting condition (35)
as follows:
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cit Uccit þ lti Ulcit ¼ AUcit ;

ð36Þ

lti Ullti þ cit Uclti ¼ AUlti ;

ð37Þ

where A is a constant. Now, let’s consider the first-order conditions of the
government problem with respect to cit :
ð1 þ Zti ÞUcit þ mti ½cit Uccit þ lti Ulcit  ¼ ct ;
where mti and ct denote the Lagrange multipliers of the implementability
constraint of a generation born at period t  i and the period t resource
constraint, respectively. Substituting equation (36) in the first-order conditions, we can rewrite the expression as
Ucit ð1 þ mti ð1 þ AÞÞ ¼ ct :

ð38Þ

Since this equation holds for time t and t þ 1, then we combine the
equation with the first-order condition with respect to capital and obtain
Ucit
bUciþ1

¼ 1 þ FKtþ1  d:

tþ1

Clearly, all consumers face the same prices; hence, constraint (21) is
satisfied if the utility function satisfies equation (36).9 Now, we want to
show that condition (36) together with condition (37) is sufficient to ensure
that the solution of the less constrained problem is a solution of the more
constrained problem. Using the same argument, we have
Ulti ð1 þ mti ð1 þ AÞÞ ¼ ct FLt Ei :

ð39Þ

Since equations (38) and (39) hold for all generations at a given period t,
then the marginal rates of substitution between consumption and labor are
equal across generations. So, constraint (22) is also satisfied.
At t ¼ 1, capital and labor taxes are different from zero because the
implementability constraints of the initial generations include the initial
distribution of capital stock that prevents capital taxes from being zero.
At the initial period t ¼ 0, the capital taxes are given, y 0 : Under this policy,
the government only collects taxes at t ¼ 0; 1; . . . but it is able to affect the
cumulative discount rate, with the initial taxes on capital. Given that we
have not imposed any bound on the capital tax rate y  1, the optimal tax
during these periods is effectively taxing the wealth of the initial generations alive at t ¼ 1.
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Imposing bounds on the optimal tax rate modifies the result by having
some periods with capital income taxation. Nevertheless, the important
result is that in general, most preferences defined over consumption and
leisure as
U ðc; lÞ ¼

c1s
þ vð1  lÞ
1s

ð40Þ

c1s
vð1  lÞ
1s

ð41Þ

or
U ðc; lÞ ¼

do not satisfy the sufficient condition. In these two cases, the optimal
policy implies nonzero capital income tax. However, in the next section,
we show that preferences that do not satisfy the sufficient conditions can
be consistent with zero capital income taxation for some plausible parameter values.
It is important to remark that l denotes hours worked and ð1  lÞ is
leisure. If we redefine the utility function to depend on leisure l and
ð1  lÞ hours worked, then the associated implementability constraint has
to be modified to include ð1  lÞUl instead of lUl . This modification does
not change the previous results.
Inspection of the sufficient condition gives some insight into the
requirements for the nonzero capital tax. In a sense, this condition
requires a constant elasticity of the marginal utility. This condition cannot be satisfied by preferences that are nonhomothetic with respect to
labor. Consider utility functions U ðc; lÞ where c and l are homothetic. We
then have the following:
Proposition 3: If the utility function is homothetic with respect to
consumption and hours worked, then the steady-state capital tax is
zero.
Proof. This class of preferences satisfies:

cUcc þ lUlc ¼ AUc ;

ð42Þ

lUll þ cit Ucl ¼ BUl ;

ð43Þ

where A and B are different constants. Next, we prove that under these
assumptions, the optimal labor tax satisfies the additional constraint (21)
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in steady state. In this case, the first-order conditions of the government
problem are
ð1 þ mÞUci þ m½ci Ucci þ li Ulci 
1
¼
;
i
i
ð1 þ mÞUli þ m½l Ulli þ c Ucli  FL Ei

ð44Þ

where m, the Lagrange multiplier of the implementability constraint, is
constant.10 All newborn generations face the same prices and taxes over
the life cycle. Substituting equations (42) and (43) into the first-order conditions, we can rewrite equation (44) as


U ci
ð1 þ mð1 þ BÞÞ 1
¼
;
ð45Þ
ð1 þ mð1 þ AÞÞ wEi
Ul i
where 1  t ¼ ð1 þ mð1 þ AÞÞ=ð1 þ mð1 þ BÞÞ is the optimal labor tax.
Since this expression holds across generations, the additional constraint
(22) is satisfied. Outside the steady state, the Lagrange multipliers of the
implementability constraints are not constant across generations.
An example of utility function that satisfies this property is
U ðc; lÞ ¼

c1s
l1þj

;
1s 1þj

ð46Þ

where A ¼ s and B ¼ j, so for a positive Lagrange multiplier, the
optimal labor tax is positive.
In general, the conditions under which capital income taxes are zero are
viewed as an application of the uniform commodity tax result. In overlapping generation economies, if labor is nonhomothetic and the government cannot use age-dependent taxes, we cannot expect capital taxes to be
zero. From the government perspective, labor supply of different generations is viewed as a different commodity, so it has an incentive to tax it
when it is relatively more inelastic. When taxes cannot be conditioned on
age, the government uses a nonzero capital tax as an indirect instrument that
can be used to tax leisure. In general, there is no reason to expect optimal
uniform labor income taxes. Even when leisure is homothetic, it is optimal
to tax it indirectly through nonuniform taxation. In an overlapping generations model, the distortions associated with this policy are not that important because for a given generation, today’s consumption and period T
consumption are not perfectly substitutable. Hence, the effect of capital
distortions is much smaller and not necessarily bigger than distortions
caused by other taxes like labor income taxes.
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We believe that these results improve the existing literature in several
ways. First, it considers a general model where individuals live I periods
and analyzes the optimal policy on the transition path. Second, the results
show that policy analysis using two-period overlapping generation (OLG)
economies or conditioning taxes on age can generate misleading results.
When the government cannot condition taxes on age, the additional constraints that this restriction imposes in the set of tax instruments play an
important role in the determination of the optimal policy. In the numerical
simulations, it will be clear that these additional constraints lead to different
optimal policies. However, if generations live only two periods or taxes can
be conditioned on age, preferences that satisfy the uniform commodity tax
result imply zero optimal capital income taxes both along the transition path
and in steady state. We summarize this finding in the next proposition.
Proposition 4: The uniform commodity tax condition (36) is a sufficient condition to ensure zero capital taxes in steady state and also
along the transition path from period t  2 if:
1. the government has access to age-dependent taxes or
2. generations live two periods and the old does not supply labor.
Proof: If the government can use age-specific taxes, then the optimal
taxation problem ignores constraints (21) and (22). In this case,
utility functions of the forms (40) and (41) imply zero capital taxes
from period two onward together with age-dependent labor taxes.
Equivalently, two-period OLG economies where the old generation
does not supply labor explicitly assume away constraints (21) and
(22). Usually, the young generation supplies labor in the market
while the old generation supplies capital.11
Next, we want to explore, as Judd (1999) suggested, if the model can
justify the observed rates of capital income for an empirically reasonable
intertemporal utility function and a robust demographic structure.

Quantitative Results
Parameterization
This section describes the choice of the functional forms for the numerical
simulations and the parameterization process. The functional forms are
chosen to have comparable results with Chari and Kehoe (1999). The utility
function is
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1s
1
cg ð1  lÞ1g
U ðc; lÞ ¼

1s

;

where g 2 ð0; 1Þ is the consumption share in the utility function and s
denotes the inverse of the intertemporal elasticity of substitution. In the
benchmark economy, s is set equal to 1 as in Chari and Kehoe (1999) that
is a logarithmic utility function. Clearly, this utility function does not satisfy
the sufficient conditions for zero capital income taxes. The technology is a
constant returns to scale Cobb–Douglas production function,
FðK; N Þ ¼ K a N 1a .
A period in the model is one year, and we assume that agents live fiftynine periods. Hence, the model can be interpreted as one in which individuals are born economically at age twenty and live up to a maximum of
seventy-nine years. The empirical evidence shows that hours worked are
not constant over the life cycle. Ghez and Becker (1975) and Juster and
Stafford (1991) find that households allocate one-third of their discretionary
time in market activities. Setting g ¼ 0:4 in the model implies that individuals work an average of 33 percent of their time endowment over the life
cycle. In the benchmark economy, the intertemporal elasticity of substitution for consumption is set equal to one, s ¼ 1 (i.e., this is equivalent to
using logarithmic preferences). The discount factor b is chosen together
with the intertemporal elasticity of substitution to match the observed capital/output ratio of the economy. Setting b ¼ :99 matches the observed
average capital/output ratio of 2.4 for the market economy. The labor earnings age profile fEj g is derived using panel study of income dynamics
(PSID) data. In the model, labor services are homogeneous, so there is a
single wage per efficiency unit of labor. Hence, fEj g is chosen to match the
age profile of average wages in the cross section of US data.
In the technology, the estimate of a ¼ :33 comes from the computation
of capital’s share in national income, which includes durables as a part of
the capital stock. The aggregate depreciation rate, d, depends on the
aggregate investment/output ratio. Given that we do not explicitly include
growth, this number must be larger to match investment. A value of
d ¼ :08 matches the observed average investment–output ratio of 16.1
percent. The capital/output ratio together with the depreciation rate
implies a gross interest rate of 5.6 percent. The government consumption
is set to 19 percent, which corresponds to the average of the last decade. In
determining taxation on factor earnings, we follow the methodology of
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Mendoza, Razin, and Tesar (1994). They develop consistent measures of
the effective tax rate on factors’ income for Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development countries. The competitive economy is
calibrated using the last decade average tax rates, which imply a capital
income tax of 35 percent and a labor income tax of 24 percent. Given G=Y
and the tax policy p, the ratio D=Y is endogenously determined by the
model. The resulting debt/output ratio in the market economy is 24 percent. This figure is roughly consistent with the average observed in the last
few decades, which is 23 percent.

Findings
In this section, we start by computing the initial steady-state equilibrium for
the market economy. Then, we assume that the government implements the
optimal policy, and the economy converges to a new steady state.12 We then
quantify the optimal capital and labor income taxes for two different tax
regimes: age-independent and age-dependent taxes. To compute the optimal policy, we need to specify a value for the relative weight that the
government places between present and future generations. This parameter
has no counterpart in the market economy, and the quantitative results can
drastically change for different values. We then choose to compare the
results for a broad range of values for this parameter.
Table 1 presents a summary of the steady-state results obtained for the
case where the government cannot condition taxes on age. The first row
displays the policy used to calculate the market equilibrium in the benchmark economy. There are several important quantitative features of the
optimal policy. The parameterized model can justify the observed tax rates
for capital and labor income for some plausible values of the government
discount rate. In particular for values of l that are consistent with the
observed capital/output ratio, the implied optimal policy predicted by the
model is very similar to the benchmark taxation displayed in the first row.
Changes in l have important redistributive effects because the government
changes its relative weight between the young and old generations. If the
government increases l, it lowers the gross interest rate of the economy in
steady state (given by l1 ¼ 1  d þ aY =KÞ and increases the capital/output
ratio. The optimal tax on capital returns is inversely related with the government discount factor. For some parameter value, l ¼ :97, the optimal
capital income tax is roughly zero, and for higher values, the government
subsidizes investment.13 The optimal level of debt is also inversely related
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Table 1. Optimal Fiscal Policy (Case s ¼ 1).
Market Economy (Benchmark)
Taxes
l

Capital (%)

Labor (%)

Net Interest
Rate (%)

35.0

24.0

3.6

Debt/GDP (%)

Capital/GDP (%)

24.0

2.4

Optimal fiscal policy for different government weights ðlÞ
.93
.94
.947a
.95
.96
.97
.98

58.1
49.2
40.8
36.6
17.7
0.3
6.5

17.9
19.8
21.4
22.1
24.7
19.3
10.4

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.3
3.4
3.1
2.2

18.1
12.8
8.7
6.8
0.3
30.1
91.5

2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.7
3.0
3.3

Source: Author calculations. GDP ¼ gross domestic product.
a
Discount rate that ensures the same K/Y ratio as the benchmark economy.

with l. For some values of l, the government owns part of the capital stock
and lends to firms.
Another parameter of importance for the optimal capital income tax is
the intertemporal elasticity of substitution. Table 2 summarizes the results
for different values of s when the government discount rate is set to
l ¼ :947, matching the average capital/output ratio of 2.4 for the market
economy. We observe that changes in the intertemporal elasticity of substitution have important effects on the optimal capital income tax. As we
increase s, households have a higher preference for consumption smoothing, and in order to reduce the distortions, the government responds by
lowering the optimal capital income tax. We find that the labor income tax
does not respond much in comparison with the capital income tax. This
result comes from the fact that the consumption/leisure decision does not
depend directly on s. We thus conclude that if the government cannot
condition taxes on age, the optimal policy can justify the observed tax rate
for some plausible choice of parameter values. Nevertheless, for some
values of l or s, the optimal policy implies zero capital income taxes.
Next, we analyze the optimal policy when the government can condition
taxes on age (age-dependent taxation). Formally, that implies dropping
constraints (21) and (22) from the government problem. Figure 1 shows
the optimal tax policy (capital and labor income taxes) with the benchmark
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Table 2. Optimal Fiscal Policy Sensitivity Analysis (Case l ¼ :947).
s

Taxes
Capital (%)

Net Interest
Labor (%)

Rate (%)

Debt/GDP (%)

1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
4.0

40.8
23.0
8.9
3.4
1.2
6.9

21.8
27.0
27.9
22.2
17.7
10.2

3.3
4.3
5.1
5.4
5.6
6.0

8.7
9.5
2.6
9.7
18.8
32.2

Source: Author calculations. GDP ¼ gross domestic product.
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Figure 1. Capital and labor age-dependent taxes (Case s ¼ 1Þ.

elasticity of substitution for consumption (s ¼ 1) and the same average
capital/output ratio of 2.4 (l ¼ :947). This choice of parameter for the
government weight is convenient because the optimal policy mainly redistributes and the efficiency gains are minimal, thus allowing comparisons
with the findings of Escolano (1992). For the benchmark case, the age-
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specific capital tax is constant across households and equals zero. This
result is consistent with Proposition 3 because the utility function satisfies
the uniform commodity tax result.14 Since consumption and leisure move
together over the life cycle, the government has an incentive to tax labor
when it is more inelastic. In the benchmark case, that clearly occurs at the
early stage of the life cycle when households are accumulating wealth for
retirement. With a flat profile of efficiency units, we would observe a
decreasing labor income tax over the life cycle. The hump in the distribution of labor taxes occurs at the ages where the efficiency units of labor over
the life cycle exhibit a hump. For this class of preferences, changes in the
government discount rate do not affect the optimal tax on capital returns.
Then, it is important to remark that the zero capital income tax result is
obtained independently of the relative weight that the government places on
present and future generations. Changes in l only affect the distribution of
labor income taxes mainly due to the effect on the relative prices. The level
of debt is adjusted to satisfy the desired capital/output ratio. For higher
values of the intertemporal elasticity of substitution, the optimal capital tax
across generations is different from zero. Figure 2 displays the optimal agespecific taxes for different values of s. With nonseparable preferences, the
optimal capital tax across ages depends on borrowing/savings behavior. For
young households that borrow against their future income, the government
charges a negative tax increasing the cost. For savers, the government taxes
a positive tax on capital. For these particular functional forms, an increase
in s does not substantially affect the distribution of capital taxes across
generations, but it lowers the labor-specific taxes for all ages.

Conclusions
This article explores the proposition that the optimal capital income tax is
zero. In contrast with previous studies, we consider an overlapping generations version of the neoclassical growth model to analyze the optimal fiscal
policy along the transition path to a long-run steady state. In this context, we
provide sufficient conditions for the zero capital income tax result, and we
show that it is very difficult to obtain zero optimal capital taxes if the
government cannot condition taxes on age. When the government cannot
condition taxes on age, the additional constraints that this restriction
imposes in the set of tax instruments play an important role in the determination of the optimal policy. However, we find that the uniform commodity
tax result is a sufficient condition to ensure zero optimal capital taxes if
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Figure 2. Sensitivity analysis (Case s ¼ 2).
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either the government can condition taxes on age or generations live two
periods and the old does not supply labor.
For a version of the model calibrated to the US economy, we find that the
model could justify the observed rates of capital income taxation for some
plausible choice of parameters and functional forms. These results answer
Judd’s (1999) suggestion that further work is needed to see the robustness of
the optimality of zero capital income taxes in overlapping generations
models with realistic demographic specifications and empirically reasonable intertemporal utility functions. The general result shows that intergenerational heterogeneity can alter the basic results and generate a nonzero
capital income tax either in the transition path or in the long run.

Appendix
Proof of Proposition 1: We first proceed by showing that the allocations in
a competitive equilibrium must satisfy equations (12) through (16). Condition (12) is straightforward from substituting the labor market clearing
condition (4) into (6).
The implementability constraint for each generation is constructed by
substituting the consumer first-order conditions
Ulti
Ucit
Ucit

¼

¼

ð1  tt Þwt Ei
ð1 þ Zt Þ

bUciþ1

tþ1

8t; i;

ð1 þ rtþ1 ð1  ytþ1 ÞÞ

ðA1Þ

8t; i:

ðA2Þ

into the intertemporal budget constraint
XI1
XI1
i
p ð1 þ Ztþi Þcitþi 
p ð1  ttþi Þwtþi Ei ltþi
;
i¼0 tþi
i¼0 tþi

ðA3Þ

ð1 þ Zt Þ

ð1 þ Ztþ1 Þ

where ptþi denotes the Arrow–Debreu price for the consumption good at
period t þ i: We then use the definition of ptþi to substitute for the interest
rate in the intertemporal condition. For the initial generations in the economy at time t ¼ 0, the distribution of asset holdings appears on the righthand side of the the budget constraint. That explains the additional term (14)
on the implementability constraint. If the government is restricted to use the
same proportional taxes for all generations, the set of implementable allocations needs to include constraints (15) and (16).
Now we prove the second part of Proposition 1. Now we prove that given
an allocation x that satisfies the previous conditions, it is possible to
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construct a sequence of prices and a policy p that together with the allocation constitute a competitive equilibrium. From the aggregate capital stock,
Kt , and the aggregate labor supply, Lt , we construct the relative prices using
the firm’s first-order conditions (1) and (2). To derive the government
1
i i I
policy p ¼ fZt ; tt ; yt ; Dt g1
t¼0 , we substitute the allocations ffct ; lt gi¼1 gt¼0
1
and the equilibrium prices frt ; wt ; gt¼0 into households’ first-order conditions (A1) and (A2). To obtain the intertemporal budget constraint for the
households, we have to substitute Ucit and Ulti into equations (13) and (14).
All these conditions determine a system of equations from where we obtain
p. The sequence of government debt fDt g1
t¼0 is adjusted to satisfy the
market equilibrium capital/output ratio
XI
Dtþ1 ¼
ai  Ktþ1 :
ðA4Þ
i¼1 tþ1
Finally, combining feasibility and the households budget constraint for a
given period, the government budget constraint also has to be satisfied. For
a given period t, add up all the generations budget constraint:
XI
i¼1

ð1 þ Zt Þcit 

XI
i¼1

ð1  ttþi Þwt Ei lti 

XI
i¼1

ð1 þ rt ð1  yt ÞÞait 

XI

aiþ1 ;
i¼1 tþ1

aggregating variables and using the market clearing condition in the capital
market, we obtain
Zt Ct þ tt wt Lt þ yt rt Kt þ Rt Bt þ Btþ1  FLt Lt þ FKt Kt  Ct  Ktþ1 þ ð1  dÞKt :

Combining the previous expression with the resource constraint, we
obtain the period government budget constraint.
Proof of Corollary 1: We want to show how different tax policies can be
consistent with the same allocation x. Clearly, the relative prices frt ; wt g
and the resource constraint depend uniquely on the allocation x: The two
policies p and p0 satisfy
ð1 þ Zt Þ ð1 þ Z0t Þ
¼
ð1  tt Þ
ð1  t0t Þ

8t; i;

ðA5Þ

and
ð1 þ rtþ1 ð1  yt ÞÞð1 þ Zt Þ ð1 þ rtþ1 ð1  y0t ÞÞð1 þ Z0t Þ
¼
ð1 þ Ztþ1 Þ
ð1 þ Z0tþ1 Þ

8t; i; ðA6Þ

because the relative prices haven’t change. Substituting equations (A5)
and (A6) in the households’ budget constraint:
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ð1 þ Zt Þcit 

ð1  t0t Þð1 þ Zt Þ
ð1 þ Z0t1 Þð1 þ Zt Þ i
wt Ei lti ¼ ð1 þ rt ð1  y0t ÞÞ
a  aiþ1
tþ1 ;
0
ð1 þ Zt Þ
ð1 þ Z0t Þð1 þ Zt1 Þ t

ðA7Þ
and multiplying in both sides by ð1 þ

Z0t Þ=ð1

þ Zt Þ :

ð1 þ Zt Þcit  ð1  t0t Þwt Ei lti ¼ ð1 þ rt ð1  y0t ÞÞ~
ait  a~iþ1
tþ1

8t; i;

where a~it and a~iþ1
tþ1 are the equivalent distribution of asset holdings:
a~it ¼

ð1 þ Z0t1 Þ i
a~
ð1 þ Zt1 Þ t

8t; i:

ðA8Þ
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Notes
1. Several papers have extended this result to a more general class of economies that
include endogenous growth (Jones, Manuelli, and Rossi 1997), aggregate shocks
(Chari, Christiano, and Kehoe 1994), and open economies (Razin and Sandka
1995) and find similar results, and capital returns should not be taxed at all.
2. Mendoza, Razin, and Tesar (1994) document that most Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development economies have effective capital income
taxes that are different from zero. In particular, for the United States, the
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9.

10.

11.
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average capital income tax over the period 1965 to 1995 is around 35 percent,
and in the United Kingdom and Germany, it is around 37 percent and 23.5
percent, respectively.
This is not an important assumption for the basic results and simplifies notation.
This assumption implies that agents are not credit constrained. Aiyagari (1995)
shows that in an economy with uninsurable income risk, the optimal capital tax
is positive. The basic intuition works as follows. Because of the incomplete
insurance markets, there is a precautionary motive for accumulating capital. In
addition, the possibility of being borrowing constrained in the future leads to
some additional savings. These facts increase the capital stock. Then, a positive
capital tax is needed to reduce capital accumulation and equalize the interest
rate of the economy to the rate of time preference.
Using a two-period overlapping generations model, Atkinson and Sandmo (1980)
derive the steady-state optimal capital tax for different government discount
factors. It can be easily shown that all are particular cases of this formulation.
In the case of intratemporal heterogeneity, the government might find it optimal
to condition taxes on age and type.
If the government has access to lump-sum taxes, the implementability constraint will not be binding, Zti ¼ 0, and it will not be optimal to use distortionary taxes and the economy would achieve a full efficient allocation.
Clearly, if the first condition is satisfied, the set of constraint (21) is also
satisfied, but it does not imply that constraint (22) is satisfied too. Hence, if
the government cannot condition labor income taxes on age, the restrictions on
the set of instruments have an important impact on the sufficient conditions for
the zero capital income tax result.
This condition is sufficient to ensure zero capital taxes in an infinitely lived
consumers model, but in these types of economies, it does not guarantee that the
additional constraints on the marginal rates of substitution between consumption and leisure are satisfied.
The Lagrange multipliers have been previously normalized by the government
discount rate. If the economy converges to a steady state, this normalization
requires ct lt .
One might think that one way to get around the nonzero capital tax result is to
consider inelastic labor supply. With inelastic labor supply, the government can
ignore the constraints (22). Next, we show in a simple two-period model that
this intuition is not correct. The implementability constraint associated with the
problem would be c1t Uc1t þ bc2tþ1 Uc2tþ1 ¼ Uc1t wt . From the firm problem,
0
we know that wt ¼ f ðkt Þ  kt f ðkt Þ. Given that the government problem
can only depend on allocations, the implementability constraint should be
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written as c1t Uc1t þ bc2tþ1 Uc2tþ1 ¼ Uc1t ð f ðkt Þ  kt f ðkt ÞÞ. Then, even if preferences satisfy the uniform commodity taxation condition, the implied capital
income taxes are different from zero, unless the effective lump-sum labor tax is
sufficient to finance government expenditure. In this case, obviously the optimal capital income tax is zero.
12. A feature of this model is that if the economy converges to the steady state, then
it has the modified golden rule property and it is independent of the initial
conditions (see Escolano 1992).
13. Escolano (1992) also found that for some values of the government discount
factor, the optimal tax on capital returns is zero.
14. In this case, the additional conditions that restrict the marginal rates of substitution between consumption today and tomorrow are not binding. In order to
satisfy the sufficient conditions for zero capital taxation, we must allow labor
taxes to differ across agents.
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